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The solution for illuminating your interiors !The solution for illuminating your interiors !



The brightness as for it, depends on the perception 
we have at the moment.
It’s therefore essential today to adapt our interiors, 
workplaces as our “home”, to evolve in a pleasant 
atmosphere that fits us.

The SO LIGHT range has been developed to enhance 
your spaces; bright and friendly, sophisticated and 
elegant, or cozy and calming.

From the integration of spots in a stretched ceiling 
to a printed frame, through a translucent backlit 
fabric with LEDs, the SO LIGHT range allows you to 
imagine your own scenography.

Light is necessary, even vital  
to regulates our body and mood. 

Multiple 
forms

Translucent Illuminated Colors PrintableAcoustic

Shopping mall - XXL light fixtures in aluminum structure - Backlit coverings - France - Application : SPIDER DESIGN

Restaurant - Acoustic ceiling with light path  
integration and backlight - Denmark 
Application : RALBO

Dental clinic - Ceiling with backlit circles



Embellish your entire space with a luminous effect that 
simulates daylight.

Showcase your products in your stores and showrooms with 
modern and immaculate light.

Enjoy your home with a soft and warm 
atmosphere; your decoration is highlighted by 

a smooth brightness and well balanced. 

Dream under the stars with the optical fibers 
embedded in our fabrics!

On walls or ceilings, you create a unique 
atmosphere that makes you dream.

Spots &
optical fiber

Optical store - Spots and backlit boxes integration 
Germany - Application : Optimaler

Private house - Acoustic ceiling with spots integration 
Belgium - Application : MONAVISA

IVECO booth - Ceiling with integrated optical fiberPrinted wall with integrated optical fiber - France 
Application : CLIPSO PRODUCTION



With the LED you have at your disposal an infinite choice: 
whether you need a mood lighting, either directional or 
functional lighting!

The compatibility of LED with our fabric gives you total 
customization: a printed coating with your choice of images or an 
artist’s creation will create a unique atmosphere.

LED & 
backlit

Want to play on light intensity or colors? Here again the 
association of a certain type of LED will allow you to create this 

soft and warm personalized atmosphere.

Our workshops will create the lighting you need, we will design 
for you the most suitable shape and offer various light intensities.

This shape will be modern, elegant, aesthetic or refined ... 
Conform to your desires!

Wall box - Backlit printed covering - Belgium
Application : City Outdoor

Backlit aluminum stuctures - Light Fixture - Switzerland
Application : Linsi-tech

Restaurant - Backlit printed covering - Belgium - Application : MONAVISA



Today, it is possible to do much more; 
beyond its strong aesthetic potential, the SO 
LIGHT translucent fabric combines acoustic 
performance. 

Some public spaces are now designed to make 
acoustics as pleasant as possible, shopping 
malls in which ubiquitous noise must be 
mitigated, or medical practices where discretion 
is required.

Lightning &
acoustic

Reception desk - Backlit RGB coverings - Thailand - Application : CCSE

Shopping mall Akmerkez - Backlit covering - Turkey - Architect : Filiz Yilmaz - Application : TTI Elektrik Elektronik

Backlit trompe-l’oeil ceiling - Germany
Application : Baumann 
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Skills at your service

CLIPSO strives to support you at all stages of your project; from the sales team to the technical and design 
teams, we put all our skills and areas of expertise at your service.

Customized being our strength, the design office evaluates the feasibility of your project. If you need technical 
advice for the realization of a frame, an aluminum structure or a non-standard installation, the design office 
CLIPSO works with you to estimate, size and determine the most suitable solution. 

The success of your achievement is our requirement.

Meeting room UNILEVER - Ceiling and backlit structure

Head office : 5 rue de l’Eglise • F-68800 VIEUX-THANN • Tel.: +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84 • E-mail: info@clipso.com
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*EMISSION IN INDOOR AIR


